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FADE IN:

INT. BATCAVE - NIGHT

BRUCE WAYNE (45), wears a stylish suit and sits in a chair looking at a huge monitor in front of him. His hair is combed back. The monitor is off. Behind him is a staircase. On the left is a small refrigerator.

ALFRED (98), a wrinkly old man with a small white beard comes into the batcave. He descends down the staircase to Bruce.

ALFRED
You wanted to see me, master?

BRUCE WAYNE
Yes.... Come, sit on my lap.

Bruce turns around in the chair, towards Alfred. Alfred walks over to Bruce and sits on his lap.

BRUCE WAYNE
Alfred, how long have we known each other?

ALFRED
Why, ever since you were a song stalker? Why do you ask such a question, my handsome man?

BRUCE WAYNE
I... have a confession to make.

ALFRED
Oh! What is it Bruce? Are you worried about your wife?

Bruce bites his lip. It bleeds.

BRUCE WAYNE
I... am in love.

ALFRED
That’s wonderful, hot stuff. Who are you cheating on Robina with?

BRUCE WAYNE
Alfred.... You are my mistress. I am your stalker.

(CONTINUED)
ALFRED
I don’t understand, girlfriend.

BRUCE WAYNE
The past few nights I’ve been hiding in the closet of your room. I have watched you masturbate to me. I have it on camera.

Bruce takes out a small camera from his shirt pocket.

BRUCE WAYNE
I watched this last night. I didn’t know whether I should tell you or not. I had no choice, Alfred. You made my batsign quiver.

ALFRED
I see. Well, that is the truth, wild thing. I am old. I will die soon. I had to seek some sort of pleasure, barbie doll.

ROBIN (18), blonde with a big dick, walks in, nude. He jumps to off the cliff of the entrance. His penis is thick and juicy. It dangles as if it were a rapid dog.

Robin’s ballsack lights up the batcave. The color of neon blue fills the batcave. Bruce shuts his eyes. Alfred watches with a smile of sex.

ROBIN
(to Bruce)
You cheated on me!

Robin starts to walk back and forth. His ballsack jingles like Christmas has come at last. Bruce’s penis breaks out of his pants. It is hard. Bruce’s penis follows Robin from left to right, and back again. Alfred undresses.

BRUCE WAYNE
(to Alfred)
What are you doing? Is this a dream come true or a dream true cum?

Alfred strips down to his thong.

BRUCE WAYNE
(to Alfred)
You look like a stiff penis without any clothes. If only your head could cum.

(CONTINUED)
ROBIN
(to Bruce)
Stop ignoring me. Look at me!

Robin starts jumping up and down. His thick penis smashes into the face of Bruce. Cum oozes out. It gets into Bruce’s eyes. He screams in pain.

BRUCE WAYNE
(in pain)
Awww! It’s so hot and fresh. Alfred, grab her!

Alfred runs towards Robin. Robin jumps out of the way and slaps Alfred with his thick dick. Alfred lands on the ground and stops moving.

BRUCE WAYNE
(to Robin)
No! You killed Alfred. How could you!

ROBIN
(to Bruce)
It’s your fault for giving me a cumshot! Now all my friends in elementary school laugh at me. I can’t go to class without my teacher saying mean things about me.

BRUCE WAYNE
(to Robin)
Are you happy now? Are you satisfied? Are you gay?

ROBIN
(to Bruce)
Yes. Yes. And duh!

Bruce gets up. Cum still drips out of his eye socket. He takes off his clothes. His cock is even thicker than Robin’s. Robin stares at the bat.

ROBIN
(to Bruce)
I am not afraid anymore, Bruce. No, I am not afraid. You may have a thick cock, but you will never have my virginity.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

BRUCE WAYNE
(to Robin)
We’ll see about that.

Bruce Wayne runs to the refrigerator and grabs a bowl of salad. He tosses it furiously.

ROBIN
(to Bruce)
Stop tossing my salad! You’re killing me!

Robin takes a shit. Bruce continues to toss the salad. He moans. Robin moans with him.

ROBIN
(to Bruce)
That’s right, baby! Toss my salad. Toss it real good.

Bruce takes some salad and sticks it up his thick cock. His cock moans. Robin starts twitching on the ground. His eyeballs go up into his head.

BRUCE WAYNE
(to Robin)
Salad!!!! Salad!!! Salad!!!

ROBIN
(to Bruce)
I think I’m going to cum. Oh my.... here it comes. Oh... Oh...

Robin’s cock explodes into millions of pieces. Cum rises out of his penis. It slowly starts to feel the batcave. Bruce continues to toss the salad.

BRUCE WAYNE
(to Robin)
You were my sister!!!!

Bruce goes back to the fridge and grabs a bottle of non-fat mayonnaise. He faces it downward and shoves the mayonnaise into his thick cock.

BRUCE WAYNE
Awwwww!!!! I’m going insane. I’m going to come!!!

Robin’s cum continues to spill out of his thick cock. It gets higher and higher. Bruce looks down. He sees the come is at knee level now.
BRUCE WAYNE
Must.... cum.... before... I....
die...

A small black dot comes out of Bruce’s penis.

BRUCE WAYNE
Yes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Bruce’s penis implodes on itself and turns into a vagina. The vagina is in the shape of a bat.

BRUCE WAYNE
No!!!!!!!

The cum has no risen to Bruce’s neck. Bruce takes a small kite out of his ass. He ties it to his clitoris. Bruce’s body slowly floats upward. Bruce points to the entrance. The kite leads his flying body to the top of the staircase. Bruce bites the kite off. He looks down at his batcave.

BRUCE WAYNE
What have I done? This can’t be happening.

Bruce turns around and spreads his arms open. He falls backward into Robin’s cum, which was produced by his thick cock. The batcave gets filled with Robin’s fantastic, tasty cum.

INT. 10 YEARS LATER - HOUSE - BATHROOM - NIGHT

BOB KANE (24), dirty, balding, and half-gay is naked in his bathroom. The lights are out. In front of him is a porn magazine. He strokes his thin penis. His eyes are closed.

UNKNOWN VOICE
(screaming)
Hey you!

Bob opens his eyes and looks left and right.

UNKNOWN VOICE
Down here!

Bob Kane looks down. BATMAN’s HEAD sticks out of his penis entrance. Batman smiles.

BATMAN
Hahahahahaha!!!!!!
CONTINUED:

BOB KANE
Awwww!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

BATMAN
Ha!

BOB KANE
Aw!

BATMAN
Lalala!!!

BOB KANE
Awwww!!!!!

BATMAN
I am... Batman!!!

BOB KANE
Aww!!!!

Bob falls downward and hits his head on the floor.

BOB KANE
Batman....

INT. 250 YEARS LATER - KANE HIGH SCHOOL - AUDITORIUM - DAY

STUDENTS sit in an auditorium. There is much chatter coming between all of them.

CHARLIE CHAPSTICK (23), a man with black hair and very pale skin, walks out to a podium on the stage. He wears a bowler hat, pants, and a coat. The students applaud.

CHARLIE CHAPSTICK
Ladies and gentlemen. Boys and girls. Today, my best friend in the whole world, Charles Fucker Kane, will be announcing something special. Please, turn your cell phones off and keep quiet during the speech. Thank you.

Charlie walks off the stage. CHARLES FUCKER KANE (24), walks out. He wears a completely black suit. His brown hair is very slick. He stands at the podium

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
Everyone. There is something of which I wanted to ask all of you today. Today is the day that my son, Bob Kane, died.

(continued)
The students applaud.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
As some of you may know, his last words were Batman. For years, I have been trying to find out the meaning behind these words.

The students applaud.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
Therefore, as of today, I am planning to give one million dollars to the person that can find out the meaning to my son’s last words. If you are able to unravel the secrets behind these words, the you will get your reward. The choice is yours. Vote Kane!

The students stand up and applaud.

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK (23), balding and nude, sits at a table alone. Charles enters and sits at the opposite side of him.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
Who are you?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
I am Charles Fucker Kane. I heard you might have some info on my son’s death.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
Depends. What do you have?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
I have a thick cock.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
How thick is your cock?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
My cock is as thick as the skies that float over the ocean, day and night. It is the thickest of the thick cocks.
A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
But is your cock thicker than mine?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
How thick is your cock?

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
My thick cock is 76 thicks. Yours?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
My thick cock is 74 thicks. As you cant see, I have a thick cock.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
Tell me, Charles. How thick was your son’s cock?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
My son’s thick cock was 65 thicks.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
That’s a pretty thick cock.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
Well, I’ve seen many thick cocks i my life. Thick cocks are everywhere.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
Tell me more about thick cocks.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
Well, sure. Thick cocks make up the world we live in. You see, the thick cocks that rely on other thick cocks are the thickest cocks in the world. If I were to rub your thick cock, then we would have two thick cocks.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
But what constitutes as a thick cock?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
The thick cocks of today have to be over fifty thick cocks long. Most of us do not have thick cocks when we are born. It is up to the world to let our thick cocks grow.
A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
Oh, I see now. So, you’re saying that a thick cock cannot prevail without the innocence of those without thick cocks?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
Perhaps, but you see, the thickest cock in the world has to be attached to another thick cock. It’s quite simple.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
I think I understand now. Thick cocks have the ability to grow without other thick cocks. But, if you wanted to, you could thick cock other thick cocks in order to improve your own thick cock. Metaphorically speaking, your thick cock is able to reproduce their thick cocks, but only when the thickest cock of them all is thick.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
You seem to be outsmarting my idea. Thick cocks can’t reproduce other thick cocks. It’s impossible. The thickest cock in the world can reproduce thick cocks, but that’s the only thick cock that can reproduce other thick cocks.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
But you don’t have the thickest cock in the world. You can’t possibly reproduce other thick cocks?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
That is true, except for one thing. My thick cock is made of a special thick cock. The name of this thick cock is thick cock. This is no ordinary thick cock. In fact, my thick cock could ejaculate into smaller thick cocks. The possibilities are endless. I do not have the thickest thick cock in the world, but I do have the most unique thick cock.
A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
And mine? Is my thick cock as good as your thick cock?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
Your thick cock is good. There’s no denying that you have a thick cock. But unlike my thick cock, your thick cock cannot do what my thick cock can do. Your thick cock only works with some thick cocks that range from thick to thickest. My thick cock works with all thick cocks.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
But you don’t have the thickest cock in the world, correct? Your cock is only as thick as you say it is.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
Correct. I do not have the thickest cock in the world. My thick cock can only be as thick as I want it to be. Your thick cock is unable to get any thicker. My thick cock can become thicker, but only at certain times.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
What times can your thick cock turn thicker?

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
My thick cock can turn thicker when the thickest cock is surrounding me. My thick cock takes in the power of the thickest cock. I gain the energy of the thickest cock and transform it into my thick cock. By doing this, my thick cock becomes the thickest of thick cocks. Now, despite the name, my cock is still not the thickest cock in the world. It is only the thickest of thick cocks. As you know, the thickest cock in the world is not the thickest of thick cocks. It is the thickest cock in the world. The thickest of thick cocks is, by definition, the thickest of cocks that are thick. But, the thickest (MORE)
CHARLES FUCKER KANE (cont’d)
cock in the world is, literally, the thickest cock in the universe.

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
I was with your son the night he died. His thick cock could be heard from a mile away. I overheard him in the bathroom. He was playing with his thick cock. All of the sudden, my thick cock sensed danger with your son’s thick cock. I heard a scream. It was not your son’s thick cock, but rather your son with a thick cock.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
What happened in that bathroom? Did my son get murdered? If so, what did his thick cock look like?

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
When I entered the bathroom, your son was dead, but his thick cock was alright. I grabbed your son’s thick cock and put it in my thick wallet. The thick cock felt thick, but not too thick. I knew right away that it was thick.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
And?

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
I took your son’s thick cock to my doctor, who specialized in thick cocks. He also had a thick cock. I waited for the results while I played with my thick cock. The other patients had thick cocks as well. One of them had a thick cock that scared me. I tried to hide, but his thick cock was too fast.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
What did it look like?

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
It’s hard to tell. He had a thick cock. I tried talking to him, but his thick cock wouldn’t get my thick cock go. The police soon came onto me. They both had thick cocks. (MORE)
A MAN WITH A THICK COCK (cont’d)
One of them put their thick cock on me. The other one put their thick cock on blast.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
Then what?

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
The thick cock stared into my eyes and asked me who my name was. I could only talk with my thick cock. I told the thick cock that my thick cock meant no harm. The thick cock that took me away was as thick as your thick cock, but it was different.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
How?

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
The police officers thick cock was black. He had a black thick cock. My thick cock couldn’t understand what was happening to his black thick cock. I tried pounding his black thick cock, but it outsmarted me. The thickest black cock came into the room and thick cock slapped me.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
So, what did you find out?

A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
The doctor with a thick cock soon came into the room. He also came on me and my thick cock. The doctor with the thick cock said your son died of a thick cock clog. When they searched your son’s thick cock, they found another thick cock. Inside of that thick cock was a even smaller thick cock, but it was still a thick cock.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
What are you trying to say about my son’s thick cock?

(CONTINUED)
A MAN WITH A THICK COCK
It was an illusion. Charles, your son didn’t have a thick cock. He was the one with the thickest cock in the world. Don’t you see? Why do you think your thick cock always got hard around your son’s thick cock? Your son was the king of thick cocks. Your son had the thickest of thick cocks. Your son is the one and only - thick cock.

Charles stands up and turns around.

CHARLES FUCKER KANE
Thank you.

He leaves.

FADE OUT.